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An incentive charging scheme for video-on-demand
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Video-on-demand (VOD) systems can provide either an individual service or batch service. For individual service, a user
can receive video immediately after making a request and he=she can perform interactive operations (such as pause,
jump, fast forward and rewind), and the system uses one video stream to serve one user. For batch service, a user has to
wait after making a request and cannot perform interactive operations, but the system can use one video stream to serve a
batch of users. Therefore, individual service has a better quality while batch service requires less resources to serve each
user. In this paper, we consider a VOD system providing both services and propose an incentive charging scheme to
optimize the coexistence of both services. This scheme imposes a lower service charge on batch service in order to attract
users to choose this service. Consequently, the service provider can get more revenue by serving more concurrent users
via batch service and users can choose their preferred services. We analyze the incentive charging scheme and maximize
the mean revenue subject to a given availability speci®cation. The numerical results show that the incentive charging
scheme is particularly effective in peak hours when the demand for the VOD service is large.
Keywords: information systems; telecommunications; stochastic optimization

Introduction
A video-on-demand (VOD) system provides an electronic
video rental service to geographically distributed users.1,2
Using this service, users can select and watch video
programmes at a convenient time and place, and they may
interact with the programmes using interactive operations
such as pause, jump, fast forward and rewind.
Figure 1 shows a typical VOD system. A server system
stores a collection of video programmes, and it delivers
video to the users through an information network upon
their requests. To design a VOD system, two problems must
be addressed: (1) how to deliver video from the server
system to the users, and (2) how to design a server system.
We ®rst consider the problem of delivering video. The
server system can deliver video through an existing information network, and then through the existing cables
between the local exchanges and the users using digital
subscriber line methods.3,4 For example, the following
subscriber line methods are used in the ®rst commercial
VOD system (called iTV system) in the world:5±7
 When there is an optical ®bre between a local exchange
and a building, video is delivered from the local exchange
to the building through the optical ®bre and then it is
delivered to the user through the telephone twisted pairs
within the building using Very High Speed Digital
Subscriber Line (VDSL).3 VDSL is relatively cheap and
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it is suitable for short-distance communication. VDSL is
used for most of the users in the iTV system.
 When there are only twisted pairs between a local
exchange and the users, video is delivered from the
local exchange to the user through the twisted pairs
using Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL).4
ADSL is relatively expensive, but it is suitable for
longer-distance communication. As ADSL becomes
more popular, it will be less expensive because of
economy of scale and competition.
We now consider the problem of designing server
systems. The simplest server system is composed of one
server computer. However, video has a high playout rate,
and therefore a server computer can only provide a limited
number of video streams. For example, a typical server
computer can provide about 50 streams of MPEG video at
1.5 Mbps=stream. If the system is used for large-scale
applications, it has to serve many concurrent users (eg
10 000). For this purpose, the server system can use a
large number of server computers, but the resulting cost
and maintenance overhead are high. Alternatively, the
system can provide a service that has a lower quality but
requires less resources (eg input=output bandwidth) to serve
each user, so that the system can serve more concurrent
users. There are two services having different qualities and
resource requirements:
 Individual service. Using individual service, a user can
receive video immediately after making a request. He can
perform interactive operations (such as pause, rewind and
fast forward) to control the presentation of the video. For
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also the users (with higher satisfaction due to higher availability and more service choices). In addition, the results
provide some interesting insights for the design and optimization of VOD systems.

Incentive charging scheme

Figure 1

A typical VOD system.

example, he can pause a programme temporarily when
the telephone rings, he can perform a rewind operation to
watch the exciting part of a movie again, he can perform a
fast forward operation to skip the international news and
watch the entertainment news, etc. The server system uses
one video stream to serve one user.
 Batch service. Using batch service,8±13 a user has to wait
after making a request until the system collects a batch of
requests for the same video programme. After commencement, he receives video but he cannot perform interactive
operations8±10 (or can only perform some restricted
operations at the expenses of increasing the system complexity and using more resources11±13). The server system
uses one video stream to serve a batch of users. Compared with individual service, batch service has a lower
quality but it requires less resources to serve each user.
In the service industry, a service provider may provide
services with different qualities and different service charges
in order to ful®ll the needs of different users.14 For example,
railways offer express and regular freight services, and the
post of®ce offers priority and regular mail services. In a
similar manner, a VOD system can provide both individual
service and batch service at different service charges. A user
who prefers a good quality of service can choose the
individual service, and a user who prefers a low service
charge can choose the batch service. Since these services
require different amount of resources per user, it is necessary to design and optimize a charging scheme in order to
optimize their coexistence.
In this paper, we consider a VOD system providing both
services and propose an incentive charging scheme for it.
This scheme imposes a lower service charge on the batch
service in order to attract the users to choose this lowerquality service. We analyze the incentive charging scheme
and maximize the mean revenue, subject to a given availability speci®cation. We demonstrate that this scheme bene®ts not only the service provider (with higher revenue) but

The VOD system provides M video programmes which
may have different popularities and duration (eg they can
be movies, news, video magazines, karaoke video, etc.). It
provides both individual service and batch service. If a user
wants to start to watch a video programme immediately or
he wants to interact with it, he can choose the individual
service. On the other hand, if another user does not mind to
wait some minutes before commencement and he just
wants to watch a video programme passively, he can
choose the batch service to enjoy a lower service charge.
For individual service, the system allocates one dedicated video stream to serve each user. For batch service,
when the system receives an initial request for a video
programme, it waits W min (eg 10 min) to collect more
requests for the same programme, and then allocates one
video stream to serve this batch of users. This guarantees
that the waiting time for batch service is at most W min.
From the users' point of view, individual service is better
than batch service. The users must be given an incentive to
choose the batch service; otherwise, no one would be
willing to choose it. For this purpose, the incentive charging scheme imposes a lower service charge on the batch
service.
If the individual service is chosen for the ith video
programme, the service charge is Ci , where Ci depends
on the popularity and duration of this programme. If the
batch service is chosen for the same programme, the
service charge is dCi , where 0 < d 4 1 and d is called
the relative service charge (eg d  0:90 means a 10%
discount). In other words, the service charge of the batch
service depends on a discount factor as well as the popularity and duration of the video programme. d is a design
parameter and we will determine d in the next section.
When the system is serving many ongoing users, it may
not have suf®cient free resources to serve any additional
user. In this case, service is not available to new users until
at least an ongoing user has terminated his VOD session.
We measure the availability of a service in term of blocking
probability which is the probability that this service is not
available because there is no free video stream, so that the
availability is equal to one minus the blocking probability.
The incentive charging scheme imposes the following
availability speci®cation for each service. Let =I and =B
be the blocking probabilities of the individual service
and the batch service, respectively. The scheme ensures
=I 4 =I and =B 4 =B where =I and =B are the availability
requirements speci®ed by the service provider.
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Remark 1. The incentive charging scheme is advantageous to both the service provider and the users:
 The system can serve more concurrent users via the batch
service. Therefore, the service provider can get more
revenue and provide a higher availability to the users.
 The users can choose their preferred services, and they
can experience a higher availability.
Remark 2. We note that the batch service may not be very
effective for the non-popular video programmes, because it
is likely that there are only a small number of users in a
batch. Nevertheless, our scheme provides the batch service
at a ®xed discount for every programme for two reasons:
(1) the scheme is simple and easily understandable to the
general public, and (2) the demand for the non-popular
programmes is relatively small. However, the scheme and
the subsequent analysis can easily be generalized to the case
in which the batch service is only provided for the popular
programmes. The details of this generalization are included
in a fuller version of this paper.15
Remark 3. The incentive charging scheme follows the
practice adopted in the cinemas and the video rental stores,
in which the service charge for watching a particular video
programme is ®xed even if the user does not watch the entire
programme.
Modelling, analysis and optimization
In this section, we formulate an analytic model for the
incentive charging scheme. We analyze the mean revenue
and the blocking probabilities, and then maximize the mean
revenue subject to the given availability speci®cation.
Modelling
The VOD system provides N video streams, where a video
stream requires resources in the server (eg I=O bandwidth
and buffer) and the network (eg communication channel).
Among these streams, NB streams and NI streams are
allocated for the batch service and the individual service,
respectively, so that the availability of one service will not
be affected by the other service. By choosing suitable
values for NB and NI we can ensure =I 4 =I and =B 4 =B .
We let ai be the probability that a request chooses the ith
video programme (where a1 5 a2 5 . . . 5 aM without loss
of generality). We let ti be the duration of this programme.
If a user chooses the individual service for this programme,
he may perform interactive operations and hence the
duration is a random variable. We let the mean duration
be ti .
We let b be the probability that a user chooses the batch
service, where b depends on d (ie a choice between
individual service and batch service is primarily determined
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by the relative service charge). If the relative service charge
d is smaller (ie the discount is larger), more users are
attracted to choose the batch service and hence b is larger.
We expect that b is sensitive to d in practice, because
entertainment service is optional and hence its demand is
sensitive to its service charge. The exact relationship
between b and d is a topic of marketing survey and is
outside the scope of this study. In our study, we assume that
this relationship is given.
The users make requests to the system to initiate new
VOD sessions. The arrival of these requests follow a
Poisson process with rate l, where l is ®xed over a
particular period (eg the peak hours).9,10,12 This Poisson
model is suitable because the VOD service should be
provided for a large number of potential users in order to
justify its investment cost. For example, the iTV system7
has more than 80 000 family subscribers or 320 000
potential users for an average of four members per
family.16
We denote a Poisson process with rate l by Poisson l.
In the following, we will apply the following property of
Poisson process. If Poisson l has two types of arrivals and
the probability that an arrival is type-1 is p, then Poisson l
can be decomposed into two independent Poisson processes
Poisson lp and Poisson l 1 p. These two processes
model the type-1 and type-2 arrivals, respectively. The
proof for this property can be found in ref. 17.
Poisson l models the arrivals of requests for VOD
sessions. We decompose Poisson l as follows:
 Each arrival of Poisson l can choose one of the M video
programmes. We decompose Poisson l into M independent Poisson processes Poisson la1 , Poisson la2 ; . . . ;
Poisson laM , such that Poisson lai  models the arrivals
of requests for the ith programme.
 Each arrival of Poisson lai  can choose either the batch
service or the individual service. We decompose
Poisson lai  into two independent Poisson process
Poisson lai b and Poisson lai 1 b, such that they
model the arrivals of requests for the ith programme
choosing the batch service and the individual service
respectively.
The overall decomposition of Poisson l is shown in
Figure 2.
Analysis of individual service
The following M processes model the arrivals of requests
for
the
individual
service:
Poisson la1 1 b,
Poisson la2 1 b; . . . ;
Poisson laM 1 b.
The
requests from different arrival processes require different
service times and attract different service charges. In this
subsection, we derive the availability and the mean revenue
of the individual service in the form of closed form
expressions.
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programme CI is equal to the weighted mean service
charges of the M video programmes. CI is given by
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When there is one ongoing user, the mean revenue per unit
time RI that the system can get is given by
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Figure 2 Decomposition of the arrival process.

We aggregate the M arrival processes into one process.
The total arrival rate lI of this process is given by
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The M arrival processes have different service times. After
aggregation, the mean service time of a session tI is equal
to the weighted mean service time of the original M
processes. tI is given by
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The mean revenue per unit time <I can be determined as
follows:
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Analysis of batch service

The system provides NI video streams for the individual
service. It can be shown that the system can be modeled as
an MGNI NI queue. For this queueing system, the probability that there are n ongoing users is given by18,19
3

When there are NI ongoing users, all the NI video streams
are being occupied, and consequently any new request will
be blocked. The blocking probability =I is therefore given
by
1
l t  NI
NI ! I I
=I  pI NI   N
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The M video programmes have different service charges.
After aggregation, the mean service charge for any video

The following M processes model the arrivals of requests
for the batch service: Poisson la1 b, Poisson la2 b; . . . ;
Poisson laM b. The requests from different arrival
processes require different service times. In this subsection,
we derive the availability and the mean revenue of the batch
service in the form of closed form expressions.
Consider the ith video programme. The process
Poisson lai b models the arrival of requests for this
programme. The system allocates only one video stream
to serve a batch of requests. From the system's point of view,
a batch of arrivals can be regarded as an effective arrival,
such that each effective arrival requires one video stream.
We determine this effective arrival rate as follows. We note
that the interarrival time of a Poisson process is exponentially distributed, and the exponential distribution has the
memoryless property (ie if X is exponentially distributed,
then P X > s  t j X > t  P X > s.17 After the system
allocates a video stream to a batch of requests, the mean
time before there will be a new request for the same
programme is equal to the mean interarrival time of
Poisson lai b (ie 1=lai b. Therefore, the mean time
between two successive allocations of video streams is
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Figure 3 An example to illustrate the mean time between two successive allocations of video streams in the batch service.

W  1=lai b (see Figure 3). Then the effective arrival rate l0i
is given by
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Using the batch service, a user cannot perform interactive
operations, and therefore the duration for watching the ith
video programme is ®xed at ti . After aggregation, the mean
service time of a session tB is equal to the weighted
average of the durations of the M video programmes and
tB is given by
0
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The system provides NB video streams for the batch
service, and therefore there can be n batches of users in the
system where n  0; 1; 2; . . . ; NB . It can be shown that the
system can be modeled as an MGNB NB queue. For this
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When there are NB ongoing batches of users, all the NB
video streams are being occupied, and consequently any
new batch will be blocked. The blocking probability is
given by
1
l t  NB
NB ! B B
=B  pB NB   N
PB 1
lB t B  j
j0 j!
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For the ith video programme, the service charge is dCi
and the mean number of users in a batch is 1  lai bW .
When there is one batch of users for the ith video
programme, the mean revenue that the system can get is
dCi 1  lai bW . After aggregation, when there is one
batch of users, the mean revenue is given by the following
weighted average:
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Since the number of video programmes M is not small in
practice (eg the iTV system provides more than 250 video
programmes7) and W is small compared with the duration
of the video programmes, the interarrival time of batch
arrivals can be considered to be exponentially distributed.
We analyze the batch service in a manner similar to that for
the individual service.
We aggregate the M arrival processes into one process.
The total arrival rate lB of this process is given by
lB 

queueing system, the probability that there are n ongoing
batches of users is given by18,19
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and the mean revenue per unit time RB for one batch of
users is given by
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Then the mean revenue per unit time <B can be determined
as follows:
<B 

NB
P
n1

n RB pB n

lB CB 1

=B :

Maximization of revenue
It is desirable to maximize the mean revenue with respect
to the design parameters d and NB while ful®lling the given
availability speci®cation. We formulate this problem as
follows:
maximize <  <I  <B
16a
subject to 1: =I 4 =I

availability speci®cation =I 4 =I can be regarded as an
upper bound UB on NB such that NB 4 UB. We compute
UB in a similar manner and the details are given in
procedure compute_UB in Appendix B.
After computing LB and UB, the feasible range of NB to
ful®l equations (16b)± (16e) is LB 4 NB 4 UB. We now
maximize < with respect to NB within the range
LB 4 NB 4 UB, and we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Let n be any positive integer, r be any positive
real number, and
nP1

f n; r 

16b

2: =B 4 =B

16c

3: NI  NB  N

16d

4: 0 4 NB 4 N

16e

5: 0 < d 4 1:

16f 

The objective function is the mean total revenue <. The
®rst and second constraints ensure the given availability
speci®cation is met. The third and fourth constraints ensure
that NI and NB sum to N and are non-negative, respectively.
The ®fth constraint ensures that d is positive and is not
larger than one. The optimal d; NB and < are denoted by
d ; NB and < ; respectively.
For a rational charging scheme, the number of possible
values of d should be small. For example, d can assume
such values as 0.95, 0.90 or 0.85 (ie 5%, 10% or 15%
discount), but it should not assume any arbitrary values
such as 0.917 or 0.873. Therefore, we can enumerate all
possible values of d for optimization, so that the resulting
algorithm is applicable to any relationship between b and d.
In each enumeration, we determine the feasible values of
NB to ful®l equations (16b) ±(16e), and then maximize <
with respect to NB .
We determine the feasible values of NB to ful®ll equations (16b) ±(16e) as follows. It is clear that =B is a
decreasing function of NB and hence NB must be larger
than a certain value to ful®l the availability speci®cation
=B 4 =B . In other words, this speci®cation can be regarded
as a lower bound LB on NB such that NB 5 LB. To compute
LB, we start with the interval 0; N . If =B jNB bN2 c 4 =B ,
then LB must be in the interval
0; bN2 c ; otherwise, LB must

N
be in the interval b 2 c; N . In this iteration, we reduce the
width of the interval by about 50%. We repeat this step
iteratively until the width is reduced to one. The details are
given in procedure compute_LB in Appendix A.
Since =I is a decreasing function of NI and
NB  N NI ; =I is an increasing function of NB . The

j0

rj
j!

n rj
P
j0 j!

f n; r is a concave function of n.
Proof

The proof can be found in ref. 20.

We express <I and <B in terms of f ; :
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Since d; l; b; Ci and ai are independent of NB ; <B is a
concave function of NB and <I is a concave function of NI .
Since NB  N NI where N is given and ®xed, <I is also a
concave function of NB . Therefore, the mean total revenue
<  <I  <B is a concave function of NB . To maximize <
with respect to NB within the interval LB 4 NB 4 UB, we
reduce the width of the interval iteratively. Speci®cally, we
use the golden ratios 0.382 and 0.61821 to divide the
interval into golden intervals, and then identify the one
containing the optimal NB . We repeat this step iteratively
until we cannot further divide the interval. The details are
given in procedure optimize_NB in Appendix C.
The overall steps for maximizing the mean total revenue
subject to the given availability speci®cation are given as
follows:


Inputs :
N ; =I ; =B ; b; Ci ; ai ; ti ; ti for 1 4 i 4 M
Outputs :
1.
2.
2.1
2.2
2.3

< ; d and NB

=  0.
FOR each possible value of d DO
BEGIN
execute compute_LB to ®nd the lower bound LB
on NB ;
execute compute_UB to ®nd the upper bound UB
on NB ;
IF there are feasible LB and UB THEN
BEGIN
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2.3.1

execute optimize_NB to maximize < with
respect to NB within the range LB 4 NB 4 UB;
2.3.2
IF < > < THEN <  <; NB  NB and
d  d
END
END

Remark 4. The optimal relative service charge d depends
on the arrival rate l. At different time of the day, l may be
different (eg l is larger in the peak hours of every night),
and we can choose a different optimal d for each period of
time.
Remark 5. As the VOD service becomes more popular,
the arrival rate becomes larger. We can cope with this larger
arrival rate as follows. If the availability speci®cations can
still be ful®lled, it is only necessary to optimize d. Otherwise, it is necessary to increase the capacity N of the system
as well as optimize d.

Numerical results
There are M  100 video programmes, and their popularity
follows the Zipf distribution:22 ai  A=i0:729 where A is a
normalization constant and the parameter value 0.729 was
found by empirical measurement.9,10,23 We let C1 
C2      C20  30;
C21  C22      C100  20;
ti  90 min and ti  100 min for 1 4 i 4 100;
W  10 min, =I  0:02 and =B  0:01. The possible
values of d and the relationship between b and d are
given in Table 1. For comparison, we also compute the
mean revenue and the blocking probability when there is no
incentive charging.
Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of incentive charging
for different l when N  1000. The curves for incentive
charging are not smooth because d assumes discrete values.
In general, compared with the case without incentive
charging, the incentive charging scheme generates more
revenue for the service provider (Figure 4(a)), provides a
lower blocking probability to the users (Figure 4(b)), and
imposes a lower service charge on the batch service (Figure
4(c)). For example, when l  20 requests=min, the scheme
increases the revenue by 48%, reduces the blocking probability by about six orders of magnitude, and reduces the
service charge of batch service by 35%. In particular, the
scheme is more effective when l is large. For example, as l
increases from 10 to 30 requests=min, the mean revenue <
increases from $HK263.3=min to $HK539.7=min and the
relative service charge decreases from 0.90 to 0.60. Therefore, the incentive charging scheme is particularly effective
in peak hours (say, 7:00 ±10:00 pm) when the demand for
VOD service is large.
Figure 5 shows the effectiveness of incentive charging
for different N when l  20 requests=min. To generate the
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same revenue, Figure 5(a) shows that the scheme requires a
smaller number of video streams (ie a smaller system cost).
At the same time, it still gives a smaller blocking probability
(Figure 5(b)) and provides a smaller service charge for the
batch service (Figure 5(c)). For example, to generate a
revenue of $HK300=min, the scheme reduces the required
number of video streams from 1120 to 560. From this
viewpoint, the incentive charging scheme can effectively
reduce the cost of the VOD system while generating the
same revenue.

Conclusions
In this paper, we considered a VOD system providing an
individual service offering interactive facilities, as well as a
batch service offering a lower service charge, and proposed
an incentive charging scheme to optimize their coexistence.
By imposing a lower service charge on the batch service,
the incentive charging scheme is advantageous to both the
service provider and the users:
 The service provider can get more revenue by serving
more concurrent users via the batch service. Equivalently,
the system requires a smaller number of video streams to
generate the same revenue (ie the system cost is smaller).
In addition, the service provider can provide a higher
availability to the users because the incentive charging
scheme can reduce the blocking probability.
 The users can choose their preferred services. If they do
not need interactive operations and they accept a small
start-up delay, they can enjoy a lower service charge.
They can also experience a higher availability.
We analyzed the incentive charging scheme and maximized
the mean revenue subject to the given availability speci®cation. The numerical results show that the scheme is particularly effective in peak hours when the demand for VOD
service is large.
Table 1 Relationship between b and
d in the numerical experiment
d
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

b
0.95
0.90
0.83
0.75
0.65
0.50
0.30
0.20
0.12
0.05
0.00
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Figure 4 Optimal incentive charging under different demand
N  1000. (a) Maximal revenue. (b) Blocking probability. (c)
Optimal relative service charge.

Figure 5 Optimal incentive charging for different number of
available video streams l  20 requests=min. (a) Maximal
revenue. (b) Blocking probability. (c) Optimal relative service
charge.
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Appendix A. Procedure compute_LB


Inputs :
Output :

=B ; N ; lB ; tB
LB



IF =B jNB N > = B THEN there is no feasible LB
and stop
2. IF =B jNB 0 4 = B THEN LB  0 and stop
3. xl  0 and xu  N
4. WHILE xu xl  > 1 DO
BEGIN
jx  x k
l
x u
;
2
1.

IF =B jNB x 4 = B THEN xu  x ELSE xl  x;
END
LB  xu

5.

Appendix B: Procedure compute_UB


Inputs :
Output :

=I ; N ; lI ; tI
UB



IF =I jNB 0 > = I THEN there is no feasible UB
and stop
2. IF =I jNB N 4 = I THEN UB  N and stop
3. xl  0 and xu  N
4. WHILE xu xl  > 1 DO
BEGIN
jx  x k
l
x u
;
2
1.

IF =I jNB x 4 = I THEN xl  x ELSE xu  x;
END
5. UB  xl
Appendix C. Procedure optimize_NB


1.

Inputs :
LB; UB; b; d; Ci ; ai ; ti ; ti for 1 4 i 4 M
Outputs : <; NB



a  LB; c  UB, and use the bisection method to select
b such that a < b < c, < jNB a < < jNB b and
< jNB b > < jNB c . If there does not exist b ful®lling
these conditions, choose NB to be

a
if < jNB a 5 < jNB c
NB  c
if < j
><j
NB c

NB a

and stop
IF j c b j>j b a j
THEN
N0  a; N1  b; N2  b0:618b  0:382cc; and N3  c
ELSE
N0  a; N1  b0:382a  0:618bc; N2  b and N3  c
3. WHILE N3 N0 > 3 DO
BEGIN

2.
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IF < jNB N2 > < jNB N1
THEN N0  N1 ; N1  N2 ;
N2  b0:618N1  0:382N3 c
ELSE N3  N2 ; N2  N1 ;
N1  b0:382N0  0:618N2 c
END
4. IF < jNB N1 > < jNB N2 THEN NB  N1 and
<  < jN B N1
ELSE NB  N2 and <  <jNB N2
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